By HARRIETT HYATT

Last weekend was relatively quiet on campus with the Owls in Arkansas and Homecoming almost here.

LISTENING PARTIES in Hermann Park for Hanszen and Will Rice and numerous private gatherings tuned in radios to listen to the game. Reporting exciting trips to Arkansas were Lila Fitzgerald, Jay Butler, Helen Morgan, Harry Stellman, and Bob Garlington. Capitol Hotel in Little Rock afforded plush accommodations for Walter Dickinson, Bruce Bleil, and D. G. Kobs.

Jones girls entertained their dates with dancing and midnight breakfast at their annual formal in the grand ballroom of the Student Center. Among the dancers were Marcia Bloom, Melvin Buck, Karen Olsen, Darryl Albertson, Betty Sue Hamner, and Bill Haase.

LIT MEMBERS and freshmen girls were given an enthusiastic welcome by Rally Club pledges and members at the Open House Sunday night in the ballroom of the Las Vegas Motel. Partiers included Lou Waters, Anne Hazelton, Barton Gillman, and Betty Slaughter.

Anonymous tidbit:

FOULER YOWLS ...

It’s been broadcast of late by the “popular” eight that the Jones girls are pretty repulsive.

But the world never hears in their slander and smears what a loser the Rice boy himself is!

There’s some staid engineers who would rather drink beers than to “bother” with Homecoming dances.

And the rest of the crew is as bad as these few, they are all sorry bets for romances!